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(This talk was presented at the 2016 MLA Convention in Austin, TX.) 
 
15 yrs ago, during a correspondence with a well known American poet, I remember a 
brief interaction between us about Palestine. He had shared with me a stanza in a poem 
he was working on, and the stanza was a metaphor about Palestine that, besides the 
mention of the word itself, captured nothing but the image of one voice in empire, his 
voice, naturally. As if mere mention of Palestine was a coup.  
 
It was a short stanza, two or three lines, and in that it stayed true to the poem’s method of 
the metaphorical catalogue, in which this segment on Palestine was one and, through the 
declaration of its name, the most obviously political idea in the poem. 
 
In my reply to him, I highlighted the metaphor’s passivity. I could sense its emptiness. 
All the text did for me was affirm or further affix the burden of the political on 
Palestine’s back. Does Palestine exist in America’s public consciousness as anything but 
“a hot mess over there” on the tongues of millions of Americans of all walks of life? Is 
this the improvement from the time when Palestine was barely mentioned without the 
FBI knocking on your father’s door in the 1960s? At best the political is an ugly beauty 
or an afflicted one, the lesser of two evils, as Thomas Paine wrote. As long as Palestine is 
held hostage to the American political imaginary then detraction, diminishment of 
Palestine is always fair game and often default mode. 
 
I am not sure those were the exact words that I wrote to my poet friend but I remember 
that his response to my “diatribe,” as he called it, was defensive. He was free to mention 
or not mention Palestine in any manner he wanted, of course, yet his was the style of a 
parvenu, I replied.  
 
There he was unaware of Palestine for most of his life and on the day he woke up to an 
idea about it, an urgency that must be penned down, he couldn’t handle listening to what 
a Palestinian had to say about it. “For fifty years, you had been told what Palestine is and 
isn’t in America,” I remember writing this, “and now that you had articulated an original 
thought on the matter, you couldn’t have it interfered with?” Diatribe is a telling word, 
anagramically and phonetically, more so than etymologically.  
 
Today we can speak the word Palestine ad infinitum, it seems, with the ease of forgetting 
or whitewashing decades of distortion, absenting, indifference, muffling, suppression, 
implicit and explicit embargo in America at large on Palestinians and most things 
Palestine. This is not an ad hominem. It is a simple boring fact.  
 
To suggest that in this moment the presence of Palestine in things academic and cultural 
in America approaches anything close to Israel’s presence is laughable. The reasons don’t 
have to be anything but simple politics, or the way the world turns as it exchanges hands, 
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as it always has in the anthropocene. No one is less or more human than another. No need 
to humanize the obvious. Let us get to a real semblance of what balance really is and 
means.  
 
On a palpable scale, it’s easy to choose the example of the Palestinian poet Mahmoud 
Darwish. No matter what aesthetic and intellectual arguments one uses to dissect his 
literary arc, there is no dispute that he was one of the greatest writers of the second half 
of the twentieth century and early twenty first. It took America until the last seven years 
of his life to recognize Darwish even existed as a great poet. This has happened to others, 
of course.  
 
More telling is that Darwish’s poetry in English had been translated several times and in 
various formats since 1970, first in an anthology by el Mesiri and Boullata, followed in 
1973 by a collection of his selected poems from Carcanet, a small press in the UK.  
 
The Israeli poet, Yehuda Amichai, was discovered in and introduced to English by the 
British poet Ted Hughes, in 1965.  
 
The diverse authors and translators who penned their names over the decades next to 
Darwish’s name in English did indeed honor him and themselves plenty. But there was 
no real public conversation about Darwish in American letters until a few years after the 
Oslo Accords. One example is Edward Said’s essay on Darwish’s “Eleven Planets,” 
published in Grand Street, a long poem that, among many things, is an elegy of the 
balance in historical and cosmic time.  
 
I would be hard pressed to count on more than one hand the essays written on Darwish’s 
work in prominent public or commercial publications since then. Let alone the quality of 
their content. A young Israeli woman soldier who confuses the absurd for racial comedy 
in her first novel about life at the checkpoint in the West Bank was featured in The New 
Yorker. 
 
Recently J.K Rowling invoked Darwish’s name as evidence of the Palestinian wound his 
poetry had etched on her consciousness, as she said, and that’s why she believes in 
“cultural exchange,” a coinage as antidote for boycott speak. For JK Rowling, the 
invocation of Darwish’s name was a magical political moment, another coup.  
 
But I can’t expect her to know that Darwish spent all his life in “dialogue-denied.” I 
wouldn’t expect Rowling to have examined her listening to a Palestinian that well, or 
expect her to know that in the mid 1990s Darwish made a distinction between boycotting 
individuals and boycotting institutions. The former is a private manner that should never 
be governed.  
 
The matter is flexible, the fear of it is less so. Boycott is not a threat, not a sword. It’s a 
tree, a light. Feeling shame doesn’t mean boycott is an act of war. 
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Or, to put it another way, how long before the NYRB or the LRB publish an essay on the 
parallels and intersections in Darwish’s poetry with that of Paul Celan, for example? It is 
not a Holocaust comparison. It’s the bond of two poets who suffered absence through the 
ineffable. 
 
It would be, for example, interesting research, a PhD project, to assess for statistical 
significance of such findings, a study of appearances, publications and circulation of 
Palestinian presence in America, and it would be good if there were an abundance of such 
research in order to facilitate a meta-analysis, since the age of anecdote in science has 
long been on the decline. 
 
When I translated the poetry of Ghassan Zaqtan, from Yale University Press, I planned a 
reading tour to help arrange for his travel to the US in 2012. In order for him to get a visa 
he had to arrange an appointment at the US consulate in Jerusalem. To get to Jerusalem 
from Ramallah you must first obtain a permit. And then the circus of jumping through 
occupation hoops begins. All the while the US consulate sets an appointment on a certain 
hour of a certain day that cannot be rescheduled or re-granted should a Palestinian author 
or Academic turn out ill-equipped for the marathon-hurdle race that is the distance 
between the two cities.  
 
The visa, despite letters from Yale and other agencies that specified the dates of the tour 
never materialized on time for Ghassan Zaqtan, and the tour was effectively cancelled. I 
arranged for another tour. Six months later, Like a Straw Bird It Follows Me, my 
translation collection of Zaqtan’s poetry, was shortlisted for the Griffin International 
Poetry Prize from Toronto. He was invited to attend the ceremonies. His visa was denied 
in Kafkaesque manner. Another campaign was needed to get the visa.  
 
How often does an Israeli author or academic suffer border control, or in what “balanced” 
comparable version to a Palestinian might they?  
 
Not much longer after these events, my sister read her statement to Congress after the 
Israeli government had denied her reentry to Ramallah as an American citizen, a teacher 
of English to children in the Friends’ School system. Israeli authorities cited national 
security reasons. How many times do such interruptions occur and on what levels? How 
do they affect the educational system for children and higher learning for adults in 
Palestine?  
 
A true achievement of balance is to let the presence-field be equal. Palestinians in the 
West Bank, to say nothing of the catastrophe in Gaza, have access to few books, whether 
written by Palestinians or not. The only way an author’s guaranteed to have their book 
present for purchase in the West Bank or Gaza is if their publisher was in the West Bank 
or Gaza. And we all know the publishing industry in both places is not yet balanced.  
 
If the book in question is published by an Arab author, who may or may not come from 
an enemy state, then the likelihood of that book’s availability to Palestinians diminishes 
or disappears.  
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There may not be serious efforts on the ground to confiscate books, at least not by the 
Israelis, and it may be that the life of smuggled books is a free market for Palestinians on 
the whole, especially for those whose bookstores are often in neighboring countries to 
which they travel, a select few. And it may be that this anemic condition of books varies 
in intensity and detail from time to time, but it remains a chronic infliction that’s never 
meaningfully addressed.  
 
Even Palestinian-Israelis have their own problems in accessing and producing books in 
Arabic as a second language of a state that occupies lands within contiguous borders 
whose inhabitants speak the same language, and sometimes the same dialect, as one fifth 
of Israel’s citizens. 
 
To ignore or refuse, when considering the Palestinian cultural and academic question, 
that these facts are simple and true and that upon them so much depends and cascades 
down the injustice walls, is, on a good day, heartbreaking.  A scholarly book should exist, 
about education within Palestinian society since 1948 or 1967 to present, for example, a 
book that relies on numbers preferably, whatever numbers available. Maybe such a book 
exists already? Where and how will we hear about it? 
 
Or will it be as someone recently told me in response: “These things take time. You have 
to become culturally valuable first,” and cited her examples for both languages and 
people?  
 
Palestinian authors suffer and live under a boycott on a larger scale than that of censored 
books by paranoid stooges. It is a boycott that they have been un-noosing from around 
their necks for decades. There’s a lotus in hand. All people are capable of equal good and 
equal knowledge. Why not shift the gaze of the boycott and demand that our fellow 
Israeli Academics palpably work, soft and hard, toward securing equal access and 
balanced flourish to their Palestinian colleagues in Palestine, Israel, America, even if 
some Palestinians are their intellectual nemeses. It would be a good thing, the right thing.  
 
It would be like knowing one would be granted not acceptance of apology, but 
forgiveness, if they just apologized for something they believe they have done wrong, or 
a wrong they have let go on for longer than they’d accept for themselves or others.  
 
Perhaps common decency is the belief in receiving forgiveness from someone whose 
only power is to grant it. 
  


